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Antony M

on
01/17/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Fair price and fast shipping 











William L

on
10/17/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First order from BUDS, it was flawless, everything happened as it was stated. P99 is perfect no FTE or FTF in 200 rounds fired the day I got it. Sights are ok, will change to HD in the future. overall great experience in the purchase and range time. 











Al V

on
09/05/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Quite possibly the most aesthetically designed handgun ever made.An absolute masterpiece. Shoots and handles extremely well. Breakdown and cleaning could'nt be easier. 











Ricardo A. L

on
08/25/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent weapon compared to anything polymer. I shot one box that day i got it after adding a little bit of ballistol and it shot great. Little lube was unnecessary for its proper function but i like to take care of my guns. My girlfriend shot half of the box of rounds without malfuntion. Her initial comment was the grip was nice and she liked the gun overall. Shes shot the Glock 19 before. Watching how she shot the P99AS, I think that the recoil compared to a Glock 19s recoil, should not be the reason you go with a Glock 19. Since as you may or may not know, people say the the P99as has a bit more recoil du to the barrel being slightly higher. I have owned a Glock 19 before and compared to this, I would own both again. You cannot go wrong with a p99as if your choosing between both. Trigger is lighter than Glocks from factory. Its as good as a Glock with a 3.5lbs connector, 6lbs trigger spring, and the reduced power firing pin safety spring, with original striker spring. The face of this Walther trigger feels better than the Glock trigger. if your thinking buying a PPQ instead because your think its better, might as well buy yourself a Glock 19 and a P99AS later. Ive handled a p250 before and thought that grip texture was great. So if you have one of those either the compact or full size, this should be a really nice upgrade for you. 











James D

on
07/26/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Absolute pleasure to shot. I have always wanted one of these. I carry it on duty loaded but decocked. Easy to operate easy to clean. It is a traditional DA/SA with decocker. 











Andrew B

on
06/27/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great pistol. Outstanding ergonomics. Everyone has already said just about everything that can be said about this great (though often scarce) gun in the other reviews. Fit and finish are flawless. Hefty feel for a polymer pistol. Buds actually had it in stock and got it to my FFL within 3 business days of the online purchase. Proactive tracking info was a big help. I'll use Buds again for sure. 











Brian L

on
06/19/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Pleasantly Surprised! I ordered my Walther P99 AS 9mm Thursday, June 14th. I mailed in a money order to receive the discount pricing. It was received by Bud's Saturday June 16th. The payment was secured, and the order was processed and shipped all by 10am Monday morning the June 18th. It was delivered to my FFL 5pm today, June 19th. I now have it and it is in New and Perfect condition! I am VERY satisfied with my first purchase from Bud's Gun Shop. I presently own a Glock 19 and a HK45c. I'll give a review once I've taken the Walther to the range this Saturday. 











Deforest F

on
06/13/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Felt great in my large hands once I changed to the large grip. Surprisingly! The P99 has low recoil and after the long first trigger pull reset ( If you use decocker ), follow up shots come very quick!! Very satisfied and recommend the P99 to anyone looking for an accurate, low recoil and light 9mm. Be prepared to buy plenty of ammo the P99 is fun to shoot. 











Alex B

on
03/16/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my first Walther pistol. I own a couple of Taurus and have fired many a Glocks. Nothing feels as good in my hand as my P99! Great accuracy and minimum recoil. 











Chris M

on
02/18/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love the P99 and many of the other Walthers, just not pleased with Buds passing off dinged or scratched firearms as NEW. 











Danny S

on
12/21/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Really, really comfortable gun to shoot. Got my order on Thursday, took it to the range on Tuesday, put 150 rounds through it. I'm not a gun pro, but of all the guns I've shot, this one has gotten me the best groupings, and feels amazing in the hand. Great looking, great shooting, light weight and easy to handle-highly recommended. And as usual, service from Bud's was great. 











Aaron G

on
10/03/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Out of the box: Arrived fast to my FFL (As a courtesy they asked that I talk to them about ordering first before I order online because they stock up from Buds to begin with and charge heavy for transfers) No damage or anything missing.. Had an extra set of standard sights as well as the small and large grip adjustments, 2 clips, cleaning rod etc. in a nice case. Background: This is my first gun and I'm a novice shooter. I have only owned air rifles and CO2 pistols up until now and I've only fired my dad's Glock 19 twice before getting my Walther P99 AS. I loved the light weight and feel of it when I picked it up the first time so it was hard having to wait the 7 days for the background check after that. After taking it home and dry firing it, I was very pleasantly surprised to find it was nearly identical in feel to an empty air pistol. The grip size was just right so I didn't have to adjust for my slightly large hands. My Dad later remarked that he might prefer the smaller back that was provided. Performance: Dad is ex military and enjoys his glock (a .45) and so we both headed out to the NRA range to compare how I did with each and put mine through it's first run. I only purchased one box (50) Winchester rounds at the range and will stick to those or light grain Federal rounds from now on to remain consistent in following reviews. This was a short test and I will review again after I've put a lot more rounds through it. First clip through the walther I had a few bad shots as I got used to the workings but very soon after I was putting them through the same 3 or 4 holes in the paper in the red zone of the target. Remeber, this is only my 3rd time firing any handgun at all! I shared part of my second clip with my Dad and he had the same results... He widened the hole I had left a little bit. It was consitent but a little high and to the left, so I'll be adjusting for windage as soon as I have the time and tools handy! Next I tried out his glock... and I was all over the place with that but still within the "8 point" ring of the target. (All of these shots were at distance 25, which I assume means 25 feet) I went back to my P99AS with a fresh clip and target and went back to shooting tight within a 4 cm diameter whenever I managed to keep everything lined up. After that, I fired more rapidly to better simulate a more stressed situation and I was still within the 8 point ring with only 2 or 3 strays Overall: An awesome weapon assuming everything holds up after several thousand rounds and proper care. This gun will make a novice shooter feel like a pro in no time flat. 











Jeffrey P

on
09/11/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










My first handgun and I couldn't be happier with it. Had a chance at a recent gun show to check out the others I was considering, and I made the right choice. 











David A

on
08/05/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Shipped my gun to the wrong FFL dealer! It took an extra week to get the gun then. Not happy with the service at all. Other than someone's stupidity, I love my Walther P99. The test target was right on center at 25 meters. Sold a Glock 19 for this gun. It feels better to handle for me than the Glock. I own a P99 in .40 caliber also. Love my Walther!!! 











Allan S

on
07/18/2011




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Quicky fired 200 rds thru the P99, pistol functioned flawlessly, no jams or misfires, great German engineering from Walther. The magazines are extremely well made and finished, a key feature for reliability in an autoloader. Excellent value for those seeking a polymer framed 9mm pistol. 











Mark B

on
06/03/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Buds awesome job on this one! My first purchase through you guys and all went well! The weapon is perfect. Very clean and super light weight. The P99 comes with 2 15 round magazines, manual, gun lock, 3 front sight posts with allen wrench, 3 back straps, factory test target and spent casing, cleaning rod, and one heck of an awesome trigger. The AS trigger is very crisp and light. The double action trigger is heavy enough you really dont have to worry about ADs! The finish is the best I have seen on a pistol to date! Everything about this gun is smooth and refined. Feels great in the hand and with a full magazine is balanced nicely. When my FFL handed me the box, it felt empty. This is a very light weapon and will be my new full size CCW! Shot 150 9mm Winchester white box today and no problems what so ever! Accuracy with this pistol almost makes it boring! Good gun, good price, good experience with Buds! Thanks guys! Will buy more when the wife lets me! 











Chip B

on
06/01/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great, fast transaction from Bud's. Hey you, shopping for a new handgun -stop now. You've found it. Don't get the "Quick Action" version, the PPQ, a Glock or whatever else you are considering. Get the greatest polymer pistol in the world. Nothing handles or shoots like a P99 AS. There aren't many striker fired DA/SA pistols out there, but this one stands alone. H&K makes excellent versions, but none have the perfect trigger of this gun, at hundreds less. Go to the Walther forums sometime and read the range reports from folks who bought their first P99, feedback is universally outstanding! Handguns are a personal thing and "perfect" might vary from shooter to shooter. But for me, no polymer gun points as naturally, shoots as well, or has as sweet a reset as the P99 in AS. I can't fathom anyone not loving this pistol. And no one beats Bud's prices on them. You can thank me later with your own 5 star review. :) 











Shane F

on
05/30/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Super Pistol and Service from Bud's as usual. Fast shipping and great packaging! 











Shane F

on
05/30/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Super Pistol and Service from Bud's as usual. Fast shipping and great packaging! 











Jade R

on
02/26/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Shipping time is outstanding, only a few days, and even better, it's free. Bud's prices are about the cheapest you will find this weapon for, brand new in box. Today, I put 270 Blazer 124Gr FMJ rounds through it, without any malfunctions whatsoever. The polymer sights made it easy to zero the weapon., just make sure you have a small flathead screwdriver on hand to make the adjustments to the rear sight, as needed. The allen wrench for the front sight changeout is included in the box already, along with three extra front sights in ascending/descending sizes (might vary per package). If you don't have a speedloader, I would recommend getting the HKS Speedloader 941, http://www.budsgunshop.com/catalog/product_info.php/products-
_id/82025 . It will drastically cut down the amount of dead time you use at the pay per time ranges. Also, be careful when using hard tools on the frame, because if you slip and scrape the frame, it will easily leave a nice visible and physical gash. For more information about the P99, you can check out http://www.waltherforums.com/forumdisplay.php?f=6 , It has alot of user inputted information pertaining to the Walther P99. 











Alan P

on
02/24/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Received my walther p99as in 3 days after order was confermed . Fast service and gun came in with no damage or problems. Gun shoots great very accurate ,and real short trigger pull after first shot .Excellent gun and great price thanks buds 











Jay S

on
02/24/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my second gun from Bud's....both pistols.....and I can't be happier. Quick shipping of two superior products. Absolutely will use their service again!!! 











Michael A

on
02/21/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great shooter!!!!!! Purchased on 11-29-2010 use it for carry an Friday night steel at my LGC. To date I have 3350 rounds through it, one stove pipe when my daughter was shooting . This the most accurate plastic gun I have shot to date. Buds is the place to buy, smooth deal. 











Mike D

on
12/31/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is an amazing price for an amazing weapon. Bud's Gun Shop sold it to me for $560 and that is $200 dollars less than I could find it anywhere else. I am a southpaw and not only does the Walther feeling tailored for my hand but the ambidextrous slide release is a flawless design. The P99 is so well designed that you can literally "Pick out a target or aim point close your eyes then bring the weapon up. Then, open your eyes and your sights will be center mass on the target." I am a former US Marine and this is my favorite sidearm of all. I would recommend to anyone who is looking at a P99 to educate themselves on the AS and DAO models. I found I prefer the AS model. To break it down "Barney Style" or in simplest terms; the DAO is Double Action Only where as the AS or Anti-Stress is double action, single action, and anti-stress. Anti-stress means the first shot is double action (resulting in a harder and longer trigger pull) and every round fired after that is in single action mode (resulting in a shorter and lighter trigger pull.) Other food for thought, I prefer 9mm vs. 40caliber because you get three extra round. With 9mm high-quality hollow points a torso hit has a 95% chance of taking a "life threatening object" down and so does a 40cal or a 45. However, target ammunition prizes between the three vary greatly. The ONLY problem I have with this weapon and so many other modern sidearms is that no true safety is included in the nomenclature of the design. I cannot fathom why anyone would not want a safety. If you are one of the people out there that walk around with a "condition one" weapon (round in the chamber and the safety is off/just pull the trigger to send a round down range) then you should reevaluate why you are carrying a weapon to begin with. It is not safe and you become a threat to yourself and those around you and endanger the very people you sought to protect in the first place. The chances are so minuscule of you ever needing to draw your sidearm in civilian life that in the event of that once in a lifetime circumstance ever happening only a fool would endanger everyone else by walking around with a chambered weapon. You will have plenty of time/opportunity to rack your slide if you are ever in that situation. I digress........................................... Shoot this weapon once and it will grow quick on you. The first week I had the weapon I took it to the range twice I let four other people shoot it. Three of the four have bought this sidearm and the other plans too. That is probably the best testimonial I can give you. GOD bless 











Timothy H

on
10/28/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Fantastic gun. I've fired plenty of polymer nines before, and this one tops them all. Unlike a glock, you have the option to de-cock it. This is an excellent feature. The sights are very similar the FNP9, but I prefer these, they seem shorter and easier to acquire. The machining on the gun is great, it doesn't snag and is very smooth. The interchangeable backstraps are a life saver for people with small hands (i.e. myself). The double action trigger is heavy but smooth, and the AS / SA trigger has a super short, very sweet reset. In terms of recoil, it does snap a bit, but its very manageable. During rapid fire and quick fire it appears that the shot placement is more vertical rather than horizontal. The magazine release is decent, and I prefer it over a glocks. Plus its ambidextrous which is great. Capacity is only 15+1 which is a few less than a G17, but still good. Feels great in your hand, probably the most ergonomic pistol ive held, even compared to some of the CZs, including the P07. Buds, first time I ordered from you guys, and it was excellent. The ten day waiting period for my check to clear stinks, but I was forewarned. Once it cleared, I had the gun within days. And you cannot beat Buds prices. 5/5!!!!!! Thanks! 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.
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